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(2) Family History: The student tries to establish if there’s a
genetic component to the PC. An example question is: “Has anyone
in your family suffered from similar symptoms?".
(3) Past Medical History: This student attempts to establish
whether the current clinical presentation is related with past medical problems the patient has suffered from.
(4) Drugs and Allergies History: The SP is asked about current
drugs they are taking and any allergies they suffer from.
(5) Social and Lifestyle History: The SP is asked about their
personal and professional life to discern clues about the cause of
the patient’s symptoms. For example, a patient who works as a
construction worker complaining of persistent shortness of breath
may warrant investigating whether they have been exposed to any
dust or chemicals recently. Whereas a 16 years old active teenager
who just finished high-school complaining from the same symptom
is more likely to be suffering from panic attacks.
(6) Ideas, Concerns and Expectations: The interview concludes with the student asking the patient about their concerns,
ideas, and expectations [14].
This 6-steps approach to history taking is used with real patients
and information gained from the clinical interview will contribute
80% toward any diagnosis the doctor makes in practice [11].
With the on-going coronavirus pandemic and associated social
distancing measures, the acceptance of blended learning in many
universities, the high costs of training SPs, and the under-utilised
power of OSCEs as a pedagogical tool a window of opportunity
presents itself to use modern AI tools to fill an existing need in
medical education. A need that is more pressing with global disruption to education caused by COVID19 [4, 5, 10]. Although there are
existing virtual SP chatbots to train student in and outside of an
OSCE context [2, 9, 15], they required a lot of handcrafted conversational data and must be trained from scratch for each different
clinical presentation. In this paper, we present the first framework
for developing varied conversational agents that simulate the role
of the SP based on Google’s Dialogflow CX. This novel framework
is based on (1) a co-created generic medical chatbot and (2) the associated online platform to specialise it into any clinical presentation,
hence we named this framework: Chameleon.

ABSTRACT
Objective Clinical Structured Examination (OSCE) is used to assess multiple competencies in medical pedagogy such as efficiently
eliciting relevant clinical history from a patient. Clinical interviewing is done in a question and answer fashion, making it amenable
to computer simulation. We introduce Chameleon, a framework
to create virtual patients in an OSCE setting using the conversational agent platform Dialogflow CX. Our framework consists of a
generic chatbot that is capable of answering most questions (in a
classic non-specific clinical interview) and which can be expanded
to capture any clinical presentation, e.g. a patient with backpain.
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VIRTUAL STANDARDISED PATIENTS

Introduced in the 70’s by Harden et al., the Objective Structured
Clinical Examination (OSCE) is the universally adopted framework
for assessing various clinical competencies in medical schools globally. The OSCE resolved problematic issues around objectivity, disparity of outcome, relevance, and fairness of previous assessment
methods in medical pedagogy [6–8, 12, 16]. A key component of
a “modern" OSCE is the interaction that takes place between the
student and the Standardised Patient (SP); often a trained actor who
plays the role of a patient with a predetermined clinical presentation. The use of SPs is considered the gold standard in OSCEs
and adds an element of safety; mistakes are better made with an
actor than with a patient [1]. The conversational flow between the
SP and the student is structured, i.e. the student tries to ask the
appropriate questions; the answers of which hint at what might
be causing the patient’s symptoms [11]. In this work, we follow
the guidelines of taking clinical history discussed in [11], i.e. we
consider a 6-steps conversational flow:
(1) Presenting Complaint (PC): The student asks the SP about
the complaint, the intensity of symptoms, onset, triggers, prior
incidences, amongst others.

2

CHAMELEON: A GENERIC CHASSIS

Chameleon’s reasoning engine is powered by Google Dialogflow
CX and will match the student’s textual question (e.g. “Do you have
diabetes?”) to the meaning behind it (its intent). For example, the
intent for the aforementioned question would be “enquire.diabetes”.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the Chameleon online interface.

Figure 1: The Chameleon development framework.

purposes and using the bot requires familiarity with clinical interviewing basics. The prototype was developed using ReactJs, Django,
Python, and deployed on DigitialOcean.
Due to the difficulties in recruiting medical students and staffs,
only 1̃5 participants took part in the evaluation of the specialised SP
with back pain. Among them, 58% rated Chameleon’s understanding
of questions as “Good or better” and 66% rated its performance in
mimicking a real SP as “Good or better”. While the performance
of the specialised SP could still be improved, this proof of concept
shows the feasibility of creating chatbots from Chameleon. At the
end of the interview, 83% of users reached a diagnosis with varying
degrees of confidence, suggesting critical engagement with the SP
and experiential learning taking place. Users perception of the web
design was overall “Very Good” to “Excellent” and 92% of users
expressed willingness to use the SP for training in the future.

An intent can have more than one associated question since semantically identical questions can be phrased differently.
We co-created, via interviews with medical experts from the
Scottish NHS, a question dataset containing 2638 common and
generic clinical questions [11]. This dataset was used as the training
corpus for the generic chatbot. Then, for each question in that
dataset, we extracted its intent which resulted in a set of 180 intents
which we call the intent space. We designed the intent space to
capture the meaning of questions that are generic and which could
be asked during a variety of clinical presentations.
This generic chassis allows for Chameleon to be easily expanded
to simulate a specific medical condition such as back pain or even
mental illnesses. This can be done by collecting new specific questions (and related intents) for that particular clinical presentation
during successive live testing with experts on our online platform
(see Figure 1). Chameleon, our proposed framework to build a conversational agent, is distinguished by: (1) the short development
time to create new SPs, (2) its capability to play the role of the SP,
and (3) its ability to shape shift to reflect any medical conditions.
To illustrate the feasibility our approach, a demo version that
simulates a specialised SP with lower back pain has been deployed1
and a demo video is available at https://youtu.be/QWdDZYU8JKg.
Figure 2 shows the interface of the demo which is composed of
three main parts: (top-left) A short presentation of the SP including
a computer generated picture (consistent with gender and age) and
the presenting complaint, (right) the chat log, and (bottom-left) a
navigation menu to move between the 6 steps of the conversational
flow. Note that this interface was co-created with medical experts
and informed by user requirements. The structured interaction with
the SP through the navigation menu was chosen for educational

3

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Attempts to virtualise standardised patients for medical education,
and in an OSCE in particular, are few due to the cost needed to
collect medical conversational data. Existing chatbots are mostly
trained for specific illnesses and follow a bottom-up development
approach. For instance, Kenny et al. (2007) built ’Justin’ to help with
training doctors in the mental health domain and their speech recognition engine was handcrafted from scratch [3, 13] while El Zini
et al. used deep-learning to build a virtual SP with training data
collected manually. As noted above, both approaches required significant investment in time and resources. This is the first attempt
that leverages the advantages offered by modern chatbot development platforms to address this gap. The framework presented
herein circumvents previous limitations by (1) using a generic and
reliable chatbot chassis which significantly fasten development
time, (2) accommodates future expansions easily, and (3) having its
development and deployment driven by user requirement.

1 https://chameleonpatients.co.uk/
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